Teo is an established developer of commercial and military-grade communications technologies. Since 1972, we’ve been providing cutting-edge equipment to the U.S. Department of Defense and other government agencies. We have more TSG-6 approved products than any other manufacturer in the industry.

The National Telephone Security Working Group (NTSWG) is the primary technical and policy resource in the U.S. Intelligence Community for all aspects of the technical surveillance countermeasures (TSCM) program involving telephone systems. TSG-6 certified equipment from Teo complies with the DCID directive for Sensitive Compartmented Information Facilities (SCIF) and JAFAN directive for Special Access Program Facilities (SAPF).
TEO TSG-6 SECURE VoIP PHONES
The industry’s premier TSG-6 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-compliant phones allow for the use of advanced VoIP technology in SCIFs and other sensitive areas. Special circuitry and ultra-low sound emissions technology ensure that microphonic audio signals are undetectable on all wires leaving the phone when it’s on-hook.

TEO TSG-6 SECURE ISDN PHONES
We offer two models of TSG-6 certified ISDN phones for secure area applications. Specially designed to achieve TSG-6 certification, these on-hook-secure ISDN phones are available in S/T and U interface models. Both models are supplied with an automatic Disconnect Device, which completely isolates the phone from the ISDN line whenever facility power is compromised.

TEO TSG-6 SECURE STANDALONE NT1
Typical ISDN NT1s are often used within a SCIF area with TSG-6 approved phones, such as the L-3 STE. However, this combination may compromise audio security and does not meet TSG security requirements. Teo manufactures the only NT1 on the market that is TSG-6 certified and deployable within a SCIF area.